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Contrast Sensitivity of the Motion System
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The ability to detect visually definedmotion depends, in
part, upon the contrast of the stimulus. This ability is
limited by both the contrast sensitivity of the motion
system and the rate of saturation in its response as
contrast is increased. A number of studies have
investigated how performance on various motion tasks
depends upon luminance contrast. The motion tasks
employedby these studiesinclude:the lower thresholdof
motion (Johnston & Wright, 1985; Nakayama & Silverman, 1985; Cropper, 1994); strength of motion aftereffects and motion adaptation (Keck a 1976; Pantle
et a 1978;); direction-of-motion discrimination (Derrington & Goddard, 1989);perceived speed (Campbell&
Maffei, 1981; McKee a 1986; Stone & Thompson,
1992; Thompson, 1982); detection of coherent motion
(van de Grind a 1987)and the perceptionof induced
motion (Raymond & Darcangelo, 1990).
These studies have resulted in apparently inconsistent
findings, in that some have found performance to vary
over a wide contrast range while others have found that
increasing contrast above a relatively low level has no
effect on performance. The motion tasks for which
performancehas been found to saturate at low luminance
contrasts include the lower threshold of motion, strength

N
of motion aftereffects, direction-specificadaptation,
and
direction-of-motiondiscrimination.
The lower threshold of motion is the minimum
displacement that a grating needs to be moved in order
for observersto be able to identifythe directionof motion
of the grating.Thresholdsfor this task have been found to
improve as contrast is increased up to a contrast level of
about 5 beyondwhich increasingcontrasthas no effect
(Johnston & Wright, 1985; Nakayama & Silverman,
1985; Cropper, 1994).
The strengthof both motion aftereffects and directionspecificadaptationhave also been found to increase with
increasingcontrastup to a level’of about five to six times
the detection threshold for the stimulus. Beyond this
contrastlevel increasingthe contrasthas no further effect
(Keck et a 1976; Pantle a 1978; Pantle & Sekuler,
1969). Depending on the stimulus, five to six times
detection threshold equates to between 3% (sinewaves)
and 1690(square wave gratings)contrast. The findingby
Keck a (1976)that the strengthof motion aftereffects
as measured with sinewave gratings saturates at a
contrast of about 3 has been questioned by the study
of Nishida
a (1994). They found significant
differences in the strength of motion aftereffect for
contrasts of 4 and 40$Z0.They attribute the different
results between the two studies to the use of a high test
contrast in their study and a low test contrast in the
previousstudy. However, since the two highest contrasts
Nishida a used were 4 and 40%, it is not clear from
this work if the effect of contrast had saturated at a much
lower contrast than 40%. The issue of whether the
contrastof the test stimulusaffects the strengthof motion
aftereffects is the topic of further investigation.
Further evidence for the concept that the response of
the motion detectors saturates at low luminance contrast
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comes from the study of Derringtonand Goddard(1989).
They found that the ability of observers to discriminate
the direction of motion of a briefly presented stimulus
varied in a nonmonotonic manner with luminance
contrast. Performance initially improved with increasing
contrast, reaching peak performance within the range of
2–5% contrast. Increasing the contrast further led to a
decay in performance, with chance performance levels
being reached by about 40% contrast. To account for
these findings, Derrington and Goddard proposed that
motion discrimination is performed by taking the
difference in the output between local-motion detectors
that are tuned to opposite directions of motion and that
the response of these local-motion detectors saturates at
very low-luminance contrasts. They argued that the
spread in the temporal frequency information for briefly
presented (27 msec) stimuli results in a moving stimulus
also driving,to a weaker extent,the local-motiondetector
tuned to the opposite direction of motion. This, coupled
with the proposed contrast-responsecompression,results
in a reduction in the difference in the signal between the
two oppositely tuned local-motion detectors as the
contrast is raised above the saturation level; thus
impairing performance on the direction discrimination
task.
Derrington and Goddard’s additional findings that
increasing the presentation time of the stimulus and
increasingthe speed of the stimulus,both of which would
decrease the degree to which a moving stimulus would
drive a (speed or temporal-frequency selective) motion
detector tuned to the opposite motion direction, supports
their model (Derrington& Goddard, 1989).Such a model
can also account for the finding by Boulton and Hess
(1990) that for abruptly moved sinewaves, the lower
threshold of motion actually increases (that is performance decreases) as luminance contrast is increased
above about eight times detection threshold.
Studies that have indicated either no saturation or at
least weaker saturation in motion performance with
increasing contrast have investigated the strength of
induced motion and the detection of coherent motion.
The effect of contrast on induced motion has been
investigated by Raymond and Darcangelo (1990).
Induced motion is the illusion of motion in a stationary
stimulus(in their case a central grating)which is induced
by the motion of a surroundinggrating.The magnitudeof
induced motion was quantified by using a nulling
paradigm. That is the amount the central grating had to
move to appear stationary was established. In their
experiments, the contrast of the central grating was kept
constantwhile the contrastof the surroundinggratingwas
varied. The results indicated that contrast had an effect
over the entire range tested, 2.5-60%, with the degree of
induced motion of the center grating varying directly
with surround contrast.
The results of the study by van de Grind a (1987)
indicate that if saturation does occur, then it happens at a
much higher contrast than 5–15%. The stimulus in their
study consisted of two random pixel fields that were

presentedat the same spatiallocation.One of these fields,
the coherentfieldunderwentsystematicmotionvertically
upwards,while the other, the incoherentfield,underwent
random motion. The contrast of the two fields was
independently varied and the threshold signal-to-noise
ratio (ratio of the squared root-mean-squarecontrasts of
the coherent to incoherent components) required by the
observer to be able to detect the vertical motion was
established. Results indicated that the signal-to-noise
ratio was independentof the total contrastof the stimulus
for contrastsabove 30%. That is no significantsaturation
before 30% contrast.
A number of studies have also investigated how
perceived speed depends upon luminance contrast
(Campbell & Maffei, 1981; McKee a 1986; Stone
& Thompson, 1992). However, since it is still unclear
how speed is encoded in the visual system (e.g. Heeger,
1987;Watson & Ahumada, 1985)and since these studies
have resulted in different findings, no firm conclusions
regarding the contrast responseof the motion system can
be drawn from these studies.
In summary, some motion tasks show performance
saturationat low contrastwhile othersdo not. There are at
least two possible explanations for this difference. The
first is that it may be due to the involvement of at least
two different motion pathways in the various motion
tasks. That is a saturating motion pathway may mediate
performance on motion tasks that show saturation in
performancewith increasingluminance contrast, while a
nonsaturatingmotion pathway may mediate performance
on those motion tasks that do not.
The results of anatomical and electrophysiological
studies provide tentative support for this concept. Precortically, it is useful to distinguish between two main
pathways in the visual system which differ in their
contrast response; namely the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways (Zeki, 1993). Cells in the magnocellular pathway typically have higher contrast sensitivities
than cells in the parvocellular pathway, and their
response begins to saturate by about 1O$%luminance
contrast at all levels in the magnocellularpathway up to
and including V1. Cells in the parvocellularpathway do
not exhibit any significantdegree of response saturation
as a function of luminance contrast (Albrecht &
Hamilton, 1982; Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Hawken
& Parker, 1984; Kaplan & Shapley, 1982, 1986; Schiller
& Colby, 1983; Sclar a 1990; Shapley a 1981;
Tootell a 1988). The response saturation of cells in
area V5* (an area fairly high in the magnocellular
pathway) appears to be more complete than at lower
levels in the magnocellular pathway with virtually all

*Area V5 is also called the middle temporal area (MT) due to its
location in the brain of New World monkeys. However, in Old
World monkeys and in humans, it is not located in the middle
temporal area (Snowden, 1994). In humans, for example, it is
located laterally and ventrally, posterior to the ascending limb of
the interior temporal SUICUS
(Beckers & Zeki, 1995). To avoid
confusion,we will refer to this area as “V5” (Zeki, 1978).
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cells showing total response saturation by IO-25%
contrast (Gegenfurtner a 1994; Sclar a 1990).
The motion pathway is often equated with the
magnocellular pathway (De Yoe & Van Essen, 1988;
Movshon, 1990). However, electrophysiologicalstudies
have provided direct evidence for parvocellular input to
1990). Thus, while the motion
V5 (Maunsell
a
system appears to receive most of its input from the
magnocellular pathway, there does seem to be a
significant parvocellular input. As suggested by Raymond and Darcangelo (1990), it is possible that this
parvocellular input plays a role in the processing of
motion signals in those tasks which do not show any
saturation in performance with increasing contrast.
Alternatively,all motion signalsmay be processedby a
pathway whose overall response does not saturate with
increasing contrast, and the apparent saturation found in
some tasks could be due to processinglimitationsspecific
to those particular tasks. In such cases the neural units
early in the motion pathway would continue to increase
their response as contrast is increased but performance
would not improve due to limiting factors higher in the
pathway, for example due to noise at the site of direction
comparison.
If it was possible to show that performance thresholds
for a single motion stimulus can, under different
conditions, show either performance saturation or nonsaturation with increasing luminance contrast, then this
would provide strong support for the second hypothesis;
that is a single motion pathway (for first-orderstimuli at
least—Cavanagh& Mather, 1989; Edwards & Badcock,
1995; Ledgeway & Smith, 1994) that can exhibit a form
of performance ceiling at low luminance contrasts. The
question is what type of stimulus will allow us to show
this?
The previouspsychophysicalstudiessuggest a number
of stimulus properties which appear to be important in
determining the type of contrast response that is
observed. The two studies that have clearly shown a
differential effect for contrast at high contrast levels
(induced motion and coherent motion detection studies)
have both employed stimuli in which multiple contrasts
were simultaneously present. Conversely, those studies
that have shown no effect for contrast above a relatively
low contrast level (motion aftereffect, direction-specific
adaptation, lower threshold of motion and direction
discrimination studies) have all used stimuli in which
only a single contrast was ever present at one point in
time. Thus the capability to simultaneouslypresent more
than one contrast appears to be an important stimulus
feature.
Additionally, if a performance ceiling is occurring,
then the capability to increase the difficulty of the task
would be advantageous.One way to achievethis is to add
external motion noise to the stimulus—asin the study by
van de Grind
a (1987). Finally, a simple, yet
objective, metric to allow the quantificationof the effect
of contrast would be desirable. A stimulus that satisfies
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all of these requirements is the global-motion stimulus
(Newsome & Pare, 1988; Williams& Sekuler, 1984).
The global-motionstimulus is a multi-frame randomdot pattern in which only a small proportion of the dots
move in a common (signal)direction.The remainingdots
move in random (noise) directions. Motion strength in
such a stimulus can be easily varied by changing the
proportion of signal dots in the stimulus, and the
thresholdmeasure is the minimumnumber of signal dots
required by the observerto reliably determinethe globalmotion direction.
E
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S

The aim of this experimentwas to establish how globalmotion performance varies as a function of luminance
contrast when all the dots presented in a given stimulus
have the same contrast.
M

Two of the authors served as observers.
O
Both had normal (ME) or corrected to normal (SN)
acuity, with no history of visual disorders.
S
The stimuliconsistedof an eight frame globalmotion stimulus. The duration of each frame was
50 msec and no inter-frame interval was used, thus
giving a total stimulusdurationof 400 msec. The’spatialstep size was 0.3 deg, giving a stimulus speed of 6
degk.ec. This speed is in the optimum reported speed
range of V5 cells (Lagae a 1993; Maunsell & Van
Essen, 1983).The dots were circular, with a diameter of
0.2 deg, and were composed of 13 pixels. The viewing
aperturewas a 12 deg diameter circle within which were
presented 100dots, resultingin a dot densityof 0.88 dots/
deg2. This combination of dot density and spatial-step
size resulted in a low probability of false motion signals
occurring (Williams & Sekuler, 1984).
Eight contrastswere used: 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 40, and
80% contrast. Contrasts were calculated by taking the
difference between the dot and background luminance
and dividing it by the sum of the two luminance. The
luminance of the background was kept constant at 5
cd/m2, and the luminance of the dots was above that of
the background.
A
T
stimuli were displayed on a Sony
Trinitron GDM-20SE1 color monitor, which was driven
by the framestore section of a Cambridge Research
SystemsVSG 2/3 (providing8 bit luminanceresolution),
in a host Pentium computer. Observer responses were
recorded via a button box. The display had a refresh rate
of 100 Hz. Luminance calibration was performed using
an Opticalphotometermeasuringfull-fieldluminance as
a function of look-up-tablevalue.
P
A single-interval two-alternative forcedchoice procedure was used. The direction-of-motionof
the stimulusfor a given trial was randomizedto be either
up or down. Thresholds were established using a
modified staircase procedure that converged on the
79% correct performance level (Badcock & Smith,
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FIGURE 1. Motion thresholds (number of global-motionsignal dots)
plotted as a function of luminance contrast of the dots. Error bars
indicate S.E.M. For both observers, performance improves with
increasing contrast until a contrast is reached where increasing the
contrast has no additional effect on performance. For both observers,
the contrast level at which performance stabilizes is between 10 and
20Y0.

1989). Eight reversals were collected, with the threshold
being taken as the mean of the last six reversal points.
The staircasestarted at a signalstrengthof 50 dots (i.e. 50
dots out of the total of 100 moving in the global-motion
direction). The initial step size was eight dots, but this
was reduced after each of the first three reversals,
resultingin a step size of one dot for the last six reversals.
Each threshold point represents the mean of ten
staircases.
Observers sat in a dark room, 0.71 m from the screen,
with their head supported by a chin rest. Viewing was
binocular, and no feedback concerning the accuracy of
the response was given.
R

a

d

number of signal dots required to correctly
T
determine the global-motion direction 79% of the time
is plotted against luminance contrast in Fig. 1 for both
observers. Standard error bars indicate t 1 SEM. The

pattern of results is the same for both observers.
Thresholds initially decrease (performance improves)
with increasingcontrast until a contrast is reached where
further increases in contrast have no additionaleffect on
performance. As can be seen from Fig. 1, for both
observers the contrast level at which performance
saturates is between 15 and 2090contrast.
This present findingthat global-motionperformanceis
independentof contrast beyond a relatively low contrast
level is consistent with the results of those earlier
psychophysical studies that investigated the effect of
luminance contrast on motion performance, and which
also used a single luminance contrast within any given
stimulus presentation.That is the studies which investigated direction-specificadaptation, motion aftereffects,
direction-of-motiondiscrimination,and the lower threshold of motion (Boulton & Hess, 1990; Cropper, 1994;
Derrington & Goddard, 1989;Johnston& Wright, 1985;
Keck et a 1976; Nakayama & Silverman, 1985; Pantle
a 1978; Pantle & Sekuler, 1969).
Evidence seems to indicate that motion processingis a
multistage process. One stage is the extraction of localmotion signals and a later second-stageis the integration
and/orcomparisonof these signals to extract the relevant
motion information-in the case of global-motion
processing the relevant information is the dominant,
global-motion, signal (Adelson & Movshon, 1982;
Newsome & Pare, 1988; Qian a 1994; Movshon,
1990). If the relative ability to extract global-motion
signals reflects the strength of the input from the firststage local-motiondetectors,then the variation in globalmotion thresholdswith luminancecontrast should mirror
the variation in the firing rate of the local-motion
detectorswith increasingluminancecontrast.The present
finding could thus be taken as evidence that the contrast
response of the local-motion detectors, or at least those
that feed into the global-motionsystem,saturateby about
15%. Such a value is also consistent with the results of
the electrophysiologicalstudies that have found contrastresponse saturation at around this contrast level for cells
in the motion (magnocellular)pathway (e.g. Sclar et a
1990).
While such a situation is possible, it is also possible
that the stable performanceabove 15% contrast observed
in Fig. 1 reflectsa form of saturationat the global-motion
stage, rather than at the local-motion extraction stage.
The following modeling section shows how such a
situation is possible.
P
s
It was argued above that
global-motionextraction is a two-stageprocess, with the
second stage being the pooling of the local-motion
signals to extract the global-motion signal. In such a
pooling process, the global-motion strength should vary
with the percentage of the total number of dots that are
signal dots. Support for this notion comes from thei
electrophysiological study of Britten et a (1993). A
number of studies have linked global-motionprocessing
with area V5 (Britten a 1992; Newsome & Pare,
1988; Salzman a 1990). Britten a (1993) found
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FIGURE2. This figure shows how the pattern of performanceobtainedin Experiment 1 can be modeledby Eq. (1) for various
local-motion contrast-responsefunctions. (a) The data points are the thresholdvalues obtained in Experiment 1, and the lines
show the results of the modeling.The respective contrast-responsefunctionsof the local-motiondetectors are shownin (b). The
important aspect to note is that Eq. (1) can account for the saturating performance pattern by using either a saturating or
nonsaturatinglocal-motioncontrast-responsefunction.

that the response of most cells in V5 cells varies in a
linear manner with global-motionsignal strength.
Establishing global-motion thresholds can thus be
considered as achieving a critical signal-to-noise ratio,
where the “signal” is the strength of the motion signal in
the global-motion direction, and the “noise” is the
motion strength in all the other directions.Within such an
approach, the strength of a given motion signal, either
global-motionor noise, should depend upon the number
of local-motion signals (i.e. number of dots) moving in
the relevant direction/sand the signal strength associated
with each local-motion signal. Using this theoretical
framework, the global-motion response (G) can be
modeled using the following equation which calculates
the proportion of pooled response to signal dots within
the total response to the stimulus:
G=

n

nsL(c) + nnL(c) + a

(1)

where: c, contrastof the group dots; the responseof the
local-motionunits; n,, number of signal dots; n., number
of noise dots; rr, internal noise.
Based upon this theoreticalframework, it is possibleto
show how saturation in global-motionperformance with
increasing luminance contrast may not result from

saturation in the contrast response of the local-motion
detectors. Increasing the contrast of all of the dots in the
global-motion stimulus means that the strength of the
motion signal associated with both the noise and signal
dots will be equally affected. This raises the possibility
that the effect of increasingthe contrast of the signal and
noisedotswill cancel out. That is, even if the firingrate of
the local-motion detectors continue to increase with
increasing luminance contrast, increasing the contrast of
both the signal and noise dots would lead to a uniform
increase in both the signal and the external noise to the
system. Thus the variation in global-motion thresholds
with increasing luminance contrast may not fully reflect
the change in activity in local-motion detectors. The
degree to which the effect of luminance contrast of the
response of the local-motion detectors will cancel out
will depend upon the magnitude of the internal noise in
the global-motionsystem.
As can be seen from Eq. (l), if the internal nose in the
global-motion system is not significant,then increasing
the contrast of the dots above their detection threshold
would have no effect on global-motionperformance.The
results shown in Fig. 1 indicate that this is not the case.
For all of the contrastsused in the present experiment,the
dots were clearly visible; though the lowest contrastused
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obtained in Experiment 1 can be modeled by Eq. (1) for
various contrast-response functions [Fig. 2(b)]. The
important aspect of this modeling to note for the present
argument is that the saturating global-motion performance can be modeled by contrast-response functions
that saturate at low contrast and also by functionsthat do
not show responsesaturation.(Refer to the Appendix for
details of the modeling procedure.)
So, as previously asserted, a saturating contrastperformance relationship does not necessarily indicate
saturationin the contrast-responseof the underlyingcells.
It may merely reflect the attainment of a performance
ceiling.The next experimentdifferentiatesbetween these
two possibilities.
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If the stable performance observed in Experiment 1 is
due to the attainmentof a performanceceiling within the
global-motion system, then increasing the difficulty of
the task should eliminate any such effect. Increasing the
strength of the noise signal should provide the necessary
increase in task difficulty.
With the global-motion stimulus, motion strength, in
this case the strengthof the noise signal, can be varied in
two ways. The first is to vary the number of noise motion
*~
vectors;that is vary the number of noise dots. The second
1
1
way is to vary the strengthof the motionsignal associated
Contrast of Additional Noise Dots
with each motion vector; that is vary the strength of the
FIGURE3. Motion thresholdsfor the various signal-groupconditions motion signal associated with a given noise dot. The
used in Experiment 2 are plotted as a function of the contrast of the approach used in the present experimentis to investigate
additional-noisedots. Note that while no variation in performancefor whether increasingthe contrast of a number of additional
contrasts above 20Y0 were observed in Experiment 1, strong
differences can be seen in this graph. For example, thresholds for the noise dots beyond the “saturation” contrast, as deter207. and 80% signal-groupconditionsare markedlydifferent.The data mined in Experiment 1, increasesthe masking effect that
points to the left of the graph which are not connectedto the other data these dots have on global-motion extraction. Such an
points represent the conditions for which contrast of the additional- increase in masking would support the notion that the
noise dots were OYO.
stable performance observed in Fig. 1 was due to the
attainmentof a performanceceiling in the global-motion
systemand not due to contrastsaturationin the first-order
local-motionunits.
(3%) was approaching SN’S detection threshold limit
(since we only had 8 bit luminance resolution we could
not accurately determine contrast-detection thresholds).
Increasing the contrasts of the dots up to about 15%
contrast led to a marked improvement in performance.
This findingsuggeststhat there is a significantamount of
internalnoisewithin the global-motionsystem.While the
stable performance above 15% contrast may reflect
saturation in the contrast response of the local-motion
detectors, it is also possible that by this contrast level the
magnitudeof the internal noise has become insignificant,
with respect to the strength of the external signals (both
signal and noise signals).Such a situationwould result in
the effective cancellation of the effect on global-motion
thresholds of any increase in the strength of the localmotion signals as contrast is increased beyond this level.
That such a situation possible is demonstratedin Fig. 2.
Figure 2(a) shows how well the pattern of performance

M

The spatial and temporal properties of the
S
current stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 1, except that 200 dots were used. The 200 dots
were broken down into two equal groups; a signal group
and an additional-noisegroup. The global-motionsignal
was only ever carried by the dots in the signalgroup. The
dots in the signal group that did not move in the signal
direction,moved in the various noise directions.The dots
in the additional-noisegroup always moved in the noise
directions, so that these dots added to the noise signal
carried by the noise dots in the signal group.
Various combinations of signal and additional-noise
group contrastswere used. The contrast of the dots in the
signal group was either 10, 20, 40, or 8070 and the
contrastof the dots in the additional-noisedots was either
O,5, 10, 20, 40, or 80%. The only exception to this was
the 8070 signal-group condition, for which only four
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FIGURE 4. The results in depicted in Fig. 3 are replotted in terms of

thresholdas a function of the contrast of the signal-dotsfor the various
additional-noisegroup contrast conditions.

additional-noise group contrast conditions were run: O,
20, 40, and 80%. Note that in the conditions where the
contrast of the additionalal-noisedots was O%,only the
100 dots in the signal group were of course visible.
If the stable results observed in Experiment 1 for
contrasts>1590were due to the saturationin the contrastresponse of the local-motion detectors at this contrast
level, then increasing the contrast of either the signal or
additional-noise group above this level should have no
effect on performance. Alternatively, if contrast saturation had not occurred, then increasing the contrast of a
given group of dots above 15% contrast level should
increase the strengthof the local-motionsignalassociated
with those dots. Such an increasein local-motionstrength
should have two consequences. The first is that, for a
fixed signal-group contrast, the masking effect of the
additional-noisedots should increase as their contrast is
increased. The second is that the high-contrast signalgroup conditionsshouldbe more resistantto the masking
of the additional-noisedots than the low-contrastsignalgroup conditions.

A

Since it was expected that changing the contrast of both
the signal group and the additional-noisegroup would
affect the resistanceto maskingand the maskingstrength,
respectively, two figures were used to highlight these
specific effects, Figure 3 plots global-motionthresholds
against the contrast of the additional-noisedots for the
various signal-group contrast conditions. Note that the
data points to the left of the graph, which are not
connected to other data points, represent the conditions
for which the contrast of the additional-noisewere O%.
Figure 4 plots global-motionthresholds as a function of
the contrast of the signal-group for the nonzero
additional-noisedots conditions.
The basic pattern of the results is the same for both
observers and it supports the performance ceiling
hypothesis. Based upon the results of Experiment 1, it
could have been concluded that the response of the
motioncells had saturatedby 1570contrast.However,the
present findings show clear differences for contrasts
above 15%, which suggests that the stable performance
observed in Fig. 1 reflects the attainment, of a performance ceiling in the global-motion system, rather than
saturation in the response of the local-motion detectors.
As predicted, the differences in performance observed
above 15Y0contrastrelate to both the signal and masking
strength of the high contrast dots.
As can be seen from Figs 3 and 4, for a number of the
conditions,the strength of both the masking effect of the
additional noise dots (Fig. 3) and the resistance to this
maskingby the signaldots (Fig. 4) continueto increaseas
contrast is raised above the 1570 level. For the 2070
contrast signal-group condition, both observers exhibit
greater masking when the additional-noise dots are at
40% contrast, than when the contrast is 20%. Similarly,
for the 80$Z0signal-group condition, both observers
exhibit greater masking for the 80% additional-noise
condition than for the 4070condition (Fig. 3). Additionally, both observersexhibit greater resistanceto masking
for the 20,40, and 80% additionalnoise conditionswhen
the contrast of the signal dots is increased from 20 to
80%.
The main difference in the pattern of the results
between the two observers is the relative strength in the
effect on thresholds in going from 40 to 80V0contrast.
Observer ME shows marked differences in the masking
effect 40 and 80’%0
additional-noiseconditionsfor several
of the signal-groupcontrastconditionswhile observerSN
shows a strong effect only for one (8070 signal group
condition—Fig. 3). This suggests that, for the globalmotion task at least, SN is closer to “saturation” near the
80% contrast level than is ME.
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Resultsfor the two observersare shownin Figs 3 and 4.

G

D

The results of the present experiments indicate that
when the contrastof all of the dotswithin a global-motion
stimulus are uniformly increased, global-motionperformance initially improves until a relatively low (15%)
contrast level is reached. Increasing the contrast beyond
this level has no effect on performance (Experiment 1).
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FIGURE 5. This figure shows how well Eq. (2) can model the results obtained in Experiment 2 when a single local-motion

contrast-response function is used. For each observer, the contrast-responsefunction which gave the best fit for the various
signal-groupconditions is shownin (b). As can be seen in (a), by using a single contrast-responsefunction it is not possible to
adequately model all of the results.

However,when the contrastof a subgroupof noisedots is
increased for various signal-group contrast conditions,
differential effects for different contrasts levels up to
80% contrast can be obtained (Experiment 2). This
finding indicates that the stable performance observed in
Experiment 1 did not reflect saturation in the contrast
response of the underlying local-motion detectors that
input into the global-motion system, rather it reflected
performance saturation in the global-motion system
under those conditions.
To model the resultsof Experiment2, Eq. (1) has to be
modified to:
G=

nJ(cl)
nll’(cl) + n2L(c2)+ a

(2)

where: cl, contrast of the first group dots (signal and

noise dots); C2, contrast of the second group dots
(additional noise dots); response of the local-motion
units; n,, number of signal dots; nl, number of dots in the
signal group; n2, number of dots in the additional-noise
group; and a, internal noise.
Figure 5 and Table 1 shows how well Eq. (2) can
model the resultsof Experiment2 when a singlecontrastresponse function is used for each observer. While the
obtained fit is good (Table 1) it is not as good as the
optimumfit obtainedfor the resultsof Experiment 1 (Fig.
2 and Table 1). The degree of fit could be improved by
using a different contrast-function for the various
conditions; in other words to allow the system to
implement contrast-gaincontrol (Heeger, 1992; Ohzawa
a 1985; Sclar
a 1989; Wilson & Humanski,
1993).
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T earlier studies that investigatedthe dependenceof
motion thresholdsupon luminancecontrast have resulted
in apparently inconsistent findings in that, for some
motion tasks (direction-specificadaptation,motion aftereffects, direction-of-motion discrimination, and lower
threshold of motion) performance was found to be
invariant with changes in contrast above a relatively
low contrast level, while for other motion tasks either no
saturation in performance (induced motion), or at least
saturation at a much higher contrast (detection of
coherent motion) was found (Boulton & Hess, 1990;
Cropper, 1994;Derrington& Goddard, 1989;Johnston&
Wright, 1985;Keck et a 1976;Nakayama & Silverman,
1985; Pantle et a 1978; Pantle & Sekuler, 1969;
Raymond & Darcangelo, 1990; van de Grind et a
1987).
The present results, combined with the modeling,
reconcile the findings of these earlier experiments.
Experiment 1 shows that when all of the dots in a
global-motion stimulus are at the same luminance
contrast, global-motion performance saturates at a
relatively low luminance contrast; around 15$%(Fig. 1).
The results of the modeling section in the Discussion of
Experiment 1 show that such a pattern of results can be
accounted for by underlying local-motion detectors
whose contrast-response functions either saturate at a
low contrast or by those that do not show any significant
degree of saturation(Fig. 2). The results of Experiment2
shows differential effects for dot contrasts up to 80$%
(Figs 3 and 4).
The most parsimonious way to interpret both the
present and previous results is to conclude that all of the
motion tasks discussed in the present paper (globalmotion, motion aftereffects, direction-specific adaptation, direction-of-motion discrimination, and lower
threshold of motion) are processed by a single motion
pathway, and the response of the underlyingcells in this
pathway do not saturate at low luminance contrast. In
situationswhere performance saturation is observed, it is
not the result of contrast-response saturation in the
response of the underlying motion sensitive cells.
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As was previously argued, global-motion extraction
can be thoughtof as a two-stageprocess.The firststage is
the extraction of the local-motionsignals and the second
stage the integration and/or comparison of these localmotion signals in order to establish the dominantmotion
direction.While it seems likely that the first stage occurs
in area V1 (Dow, 1974)the secondstage, that is the actual
global-motionstage, has been strongly linked to area V5
(Newsome & Pare, 1988;Salzman a 1990;Britten et
al., 1992, 1993).
Sclar et al. (1990) have investigated the effect of
contrast on the response of V5 cells. Their stimuli
consisted of achromatic sinusoidal gratings tuned to the
preferred orientation and direction for the particular cell
being investigated.Their results were very similar to our
psychophysicalresults obtained in Experiment 1, in that
they found that the responseof most V5 cells saturate by
20% contrast.In light of our resultsfor Experiment2, and
the fact that V5 cells seem to give graded responses to
global-motion signal strength (Britten et al., 1993) it is
likely that V5 celkwould give graded responsesto much
higher contrastsif they were driven by stimuli like those
used in our Experiment 2.
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A
As noted in the main text, our model of global-motionprocessing
consists of two stages. The first stage is the extraction of the localmotion signals. Physiological studies (Afbrecht & Hamilton, 1982;
Sclar et al., 1990) have shown that the contrast-responsefunction of
direction-selective neurons can be approximated by the hyperbolic
ratio; also knownas the Naka–Rashtonor Michaelis–Mentenequation.
We used tbis function for modeling the contrast-responsefunction of
the local-motiondetector (L):
L(c) = —

(Y+

<0

(Al)

where: c, luminancecontrast; C50,semi-saturationcontrast at which the
response reaches half its maximum value; p, the exponent that
determines the steepness of the curve.
The second stage pools the local-motion signals to extract the
global-motionsignal. As noted in the main text, this process can be
consideredas establishingthe ratio of signal dots to noise dots present
in the stimulus.The global-motionresponse (G) can thus be modeled
by:
~

=

Z

~lqcx)

n,L(cl)
+ u = rrlL(cl ) + n~L(cZ) + a

(A2)

where: cl, contrast of the dots in the first group (signal and noise dots);
C c
of the dots in the second group (additional
o noise dots); n,,
number of signal dots; rrl, numberof dots in the the first group (100 in
Expts 1 and 2); nz, numberof the dots in the secondgroup (Oin Expt 1
and 100 in Expt 2); and a, internal noise.
It is assumed that a global motion direction is correctly
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discriminated when the output of this second stage (G) is larger than a
given thresholdvalue K. I follows that the numberof signal dots at the
detection threshold (G= K) is given by,
n~+

K{rrlL(cl) + rr2L(c2)+ u}
L(cl)

(M)

Using Equation (A3), we can model the results of Experiment 1 for a
number of different contrast-response functions. This modeling
procedure involves three free parameters (p, a and K). For a number
of different C50values we establishedvalues of the free parameters that
minimized the square error, ~(log n, – log n,)2. For the simulationof
the results of Experiment2 (Fig. 5), all the parameters (c~o,p, u andK)
were free to vary in our attempt to establish the function of best fit.
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Takinginto accountthe fact that all dotswere visible even at the lowest
contrast (5%), we imposed a constraint that the response of localmotion detectors (L) to 5% contrast should be >lYoof its maximum
value. Also, we set the maximum value of internal noise at 1000 to
avoid this value becoming unrealistically large.
The estimatedparameters are summarizedin Table 1. For the data of
Experiment1, fittingswith differentvalues of c~o(10%-80% for ME,
1070-40% for SN) gave similar high rz (squared correlation) values.
Increase in C50was compensatedby decrease in o and increase in K.
Therefore, it is almost impossible to estimate the contrast-response
function of local-motion detectors solely from the data obtained in
Experiment 1.

